HOMESCHOOL MAKER'S CLUB

NEW IMAG Maker’s Club classes give students the opportunity to learn new skills, fine-tune their creations, and show off their creativity using high-tech tools like laser cutters, 3D printers, vinyl and sublimation products, and more!

Fall Session 09/11/2023 10/09/2023 11/13/2023
Winter Session 12/11/2023 01/22/2024 02/12/2024
Spring Session 03/11/2024 04/15/2024 05/13/2024

Each session of Maker’s Club is comprised of three separate classes - all steps in working toward one goal. We recommend students attend all three classes in order to complete their project with all the resources available!

CLASS 1 SEP|DEC|MAR
Design
Decide what you want to create! Learn the ropes of the design software and start designing!

CLASS 2 OCT|JAN|APR
Refine
Make your first prototype! See what you want to change or add to your creation – the possibilities are near limitless!

CLASS 3 NOV|FEB|MAY
Fabricate
Make your design a reality. Put together your final product and show off what makes it special!